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Introduction
This site is packed with top of the line starlets who love getting drilled by a guy balls-deep in their asses.
When he pulls out, unlike most chicks, these whores are thinking - is that a lollipop?!

Adult Review
If you like your smut to be 10% cute and 90% filth then you have come to the right place. Ass2Mouth Sluts was built with the
understanding that not all sexuality should be based on what little a wife offers up in the bedroom. Sometimes it ought to get
a bit more raunchy with a girl who knows how to get down and get dirty.
  
  In one depraved scene after another thick man meat is used to poke open their poop chutes for the purpose of prideful
inspection. What an ass these chicks have... and what a way to make use of them.
  
  But the fun doesn't end there. This is not some ordinary anal site where hardcore action goes for the back door and stops
quickly after that. These scenes have a bit more staying power and their focus goes from her ass to her mouth in one
sweeping motion as these women get engorged by cock stuffing their ends to their utter satisfaction.
  
  Please be aware that when you signup that on the join page there are 'pre-checked' boxes which add other sites to your order.
If you want to include these other sites you may leave them checked, but be aware that they renew automatically and can cost
a significant amount of money per month unless you uncheck the boxes when you join.
  
  All scenes are offered in a variety of formats and none of them are DRM encrypted, that means anything you download
today will still be on your drives even if the guys at Meatmembers move on to something else. These sites are a collector's
dream.

Porn Summary
If you like getting blown and you love pounding her ass... and you cant understand why she only lets you do one or the other,
the Ass 2 Mouth Sluts on this site are waiting to fill that role for you.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'From rectum to tonsils these women are open for business'
Quality: 80  Updates: 81 Exclusive: 83 Interface: 80
Support: 78 Unique: 62    Taste: 75        Final: 78
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